WHAT ARE YOUR IDEAS?
LET'S MAKE THEM REAL!
WHAT ENSURES THE SUCCESS OF A COMPANY?

More than 13,000 employees

Employees from 87 countries

3D Radars for Security Solutions
Secured Communications
Artificial Intelligence
Test & Measurement around autonomous cars
Cyber Security

WHAT ARE YOUR IDEAS? LET'S MAKE THEM REAL!
LOG FILES
ASK ME – I’M YOUR LOG FILE CHAT GPT!

WAS THERE A SECURITY ISSUE YESTERDAY?
How to handle large log files?
How to setup an user friendly system?
How to talk to the files?
TALK TO THE LOG FILES!

Ensure a data driven world by designing a log file Q&A tool to make processes & life easier.
STEP 1
MAKE YOUR IDEAS REAL!

STEP 2
GENERATE AN USER INTERFACE TO PERFORM Q&A TASKS

SUMMARIZE LARGE LOG FILES
Have an impact and ensure the future of a data driven world!

Talk to your log files – and to R&S experts as well!

Win great gifts to make ideas real!

Work on a real business challenge!

Chat with your own solution!
SEE YOU LATER @ Rohde & Schwarz!